AIPNO’s Donation Initiative
“QUILTS for KIDS”

AIPNO President & The Executive Committee, along with SEWA International, are pleased to introduce “QUILTS for Kids”, a volunteer Quilting group that is a part of the National Quilts for Kids Organization. This group makes and donates quilts to sick children in the area Children’s Hospitals.

This is a call for AIPNO sewing Volunteers to make quilts for sick children. These will be given to the local Cleveland representative of QUILTS for KIDS, Michele Merin. This group will then donate the quilts to the local Children’s Hospitals.

The Quilts are quick and easy to make. Quilt Kits and Instructions will be provided! It is a great cause to help the sick children in our local Children's Hospitals, through the Cleveland chapter of Quilts for Kids. Please contact:

Shaila Sundaresh, MD
Tel: 216-409-2814
Email: shailasundaresh@gmail.com